
Protocol of the final meeting of the project Comenius “We Are the Champions” 

Ulanow, Poland 7th-11th May, 2014 

 

From the 7th to the 11th of May,2014 our school hosted the final meeting of the Comenius 

Project “We Are the Champions!”. 

Wednesday 7th May 

Our guests from five countries: Germany, Italy, Finland, the Czech Republic and Hungary arrived to 

our school which is situated in Subcarpathian region. First, the team from the Czech Republic 

arrived, later from Hungary and then from Italy, Germany and Finland. Together with the teachers  

from  the Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, Germany arrived the pupils  from these countries. The 

teachers  from Finland came without the pupils. 

In the afternoon teachers of our school, pupils and their parents welcomed the guests at our 

school canteen. Teachers, pupils and the hosting families were having a nice time together. 

Thursday 8th May 

On that day there was a short ceremony in which the head teacher of our school officially 

welcomed the Comenius Project teams and  then a greeting concert prepared by pupils of our 

school took place. Some of our pupils had a chance to boast about their musical, dancing and 

acrobatic talents. 

From 9.30-12.00 there was a project meeting during which we were working on the final report. 

At the same time, our pupils together with their friends from four countries were having an  

integration lesson devoted to the “Healthy lifestyle”. They had a great time together playing 

different games. Then pupils  took part  in the school lessons.  Later they were with their host 

families and that was a good  occasion to get to know Polish lifestyle. In the afternoon   the 

teachers went to the bowling alley in Rzeszow. In the evening there was an official dinner in  Łążek 

Garncarski  where Polish traditional dishes were served. 

Friday 9th May 

We started the day with the opening ceremony of the “Mini Olympics”. Then teachers of each 

country were asked to start the competition. The pupils took part in different kinds of sport 

activities, such as: bowling, running in bags, a relay, mini hockey, tug-of-war. During the 

competitions  pupils had a great chance to cooperate with their friends and improve their physical 

skills. Moreover, they could show their abilities to work in teams. They could also understand the 

importance of fair play rules in sports. After the last competition the closing ceremony took place 

where the medals for all the participants  were handed in.   

In the meantime, the teachers had the project meeting and worked on the final report of the 

project.  



After dinner all our Comenius guests went on a tour  around  Ulanow to learn about the history 

and tradition of our town - the capital of Polish rafting. Later, teachers and pupils  went rafting on 

river  San where all our Comenius guests were able to taste the traditional raftsmen’s soup. Then 

the pupils went to the swimming pool in Janow Lubelski. In the evening, the teachers went to 

Stalowa Wola for dinner.  

Saturday 10th May. 

Our Comenius team went sightseeing in Sandomierz -  one of the oldest and historically most 

significant cities in Poland. In Sandomierz we visited Opatowska gate and Underground Tourist 

Route. This old, Polish city made an amazing impression on our guests. In the afternoon the team 

from the Czech Republic left. The rest  went canoeing on the river Tanew and it was an 

unforgettable  moment . There we could admire a great landscape  and had a possibility to stay 

close to nature. Then we were having a bonfire.  

On Saturday pupils spent their time with their host families who  organised  a bonfire for the 

guests. They had an opportunity to communicate and get to know each other better.  

In the evening we had a farewell dinner at the restaurant “Pod Jesionami” in Nisko. We were 

discussing and enjoying the time together. Morover,the medals for the winners of bowling 

competitions were handed in. That evening Hungarian guests left. 

Sunday 11th May 

Early in the morning the team from Finland left.  

At noon all the hosting families, pupils and teachers said goodbye to our Italian and German 

teams. As it was our Final Comenius meeting it was difficult to say goodbye. That meeting will stay 

forever in our hearts and memories. 

   

  

 


